Tally Energy Services Acquires DynaView for 3D Data Integration
and Visualization for Real-Time Lookahead of Bit Drilling
Operations
Houston, TX (September 12, 2018) – Tally Energy Services, a private equity backed firm with
a buy and build strategy in specialized North American shale products and services, announced
today the acquisition of DynaView. The acquisition expands and complements Tally’s drilling
services business with 3D modeling, visualization and predictive technologies to enable drilling
better wells, faster.
“Currently, well planning and execution is performed in multiple discrete software systems,
many of which are in 2D. DynaView’s 3D data integration, visualization and predictive platform
will be a major differentiator when we present to operators executing high density drilling
programs,” said Chris Dorros, CEO Tally Energy. “Shale operators continue to move towards
optimizing total field performance, not just individual attributes of a single well. That requires a
real-time collaborative platform which brings all the stakeholders of the drilling process together.
We are impressed with the DynaView team’s accomplishments and are pleased to add them to
our company.”
DynaView is an integrated 3D modeling and monitoring platform which utilizes offset well
information and seismic data combined with real time measurement/logging while drilling
(m/lwd) data to perform statistically weighted three dimensional predictive lookahead modeling
of geological, petrophysical and pore pressure attributes. The intent of the platform is to reduce
geological and petrophysical uncertainties, even in advance of real time, to thus improve both
drilling and well performance.
Added Dorros, “Developing collaborative partnerships to support the advancing and always
changing oil and gas industry is a priority for Tally and this acquisition fits the bill. This is an
important next step as we continue to build out our business platform and enhance our offerings
to create drilling efficiencies for our customers not yet seen in this space.”
"We are excited to become part of Tally, because we are relentlessly focused on the same goal –
to deliver the most innovative and efficient solutions for our customers that can impact
performance over the entire life cycle of the well. Partnering with Tally allows us access to
capital to grow, expand our business and continue to pursue developing technologies," said Mark
Tomlinson, Head of Software Design, DynaView. "Together, we have the opportunity to scale
faster and lead the way in performance, data analysis, and engagement to impact the technical
interpretation workflow in the upstream E&P market."
Tally and DynaView share many of the same core values and are dedicated to working
seamlessly through the integration process to remain focused on client needs and further
strengthening their services.
Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

###
About Tally Energy Services
Tally Energy Services is a private-equity backed firm focused on North America shale. With a
solid buy and build strategy, the firm seeks innovative US companies in technical oilfield
products and services with opportunities for growth, consolidation, and differentiation. Through
strategic guidance, its pragmatic approach and operational expertise, Tally Energy drives
transformation that unlocks each company’s potential with a long-term goal of achieving bestcase outcomes for its businesses and investors. Tally Energy Services: www.tallyenergy.com
About DynaView
DynaView is an integrated 3D modeling and monitoring platform which utilizes offset well
information and seismic data combined with real time m/lwd data to perform statistically
weighted three dimensional predictive lookahead modeling of geological, petrophysical and pore
pressure attributes. The intent of the platform is to reduce geological and petrophysical
uncertainties, even in advance of real time, to thus improve both drilling and well performance
and avoid geohazards.
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